
Factory
Economical and worry-free fixed-
price managed apps packaging 
service

BENEFITS TO
YOUR ORGANIZATION

Best experience in your 
package

Synchronise the 
installation of all 
applications within the 
company. Apptimized
Factory and it's team of 
experts can ease this 
burden, leaving you able 
to focus on other 
pressing tasks.

Anytime, Anywhere

The Apptimized cloud 
solution gives 
you complete control of 
the packaging process 
from the initial vendor 
media through to the 
finished product.

Test environment

The debugging processes 
inside the system allows 
you to check the package 
without leaving the 
system, on a specially 
prepared clean 
virtual machine.

Improve your workflows by

packaging hundreds of apps per

month with Apptimized Factory

Apptimized experts work with various technolo

gies in the field of software packaging for over

15 years. The gained experience is used daily in

work and helps to solve even the most complex

tasks.

No matter the size of your business,

you definitely face daily problems with the

variety of applications, their updates and

installations. With the regular release of updates

across your applications making it an almost

impossible task to keep up for your specialists

and the end users.

Apptimized Factory solution delivers an exclusive

platform where you are able

to set your installation and configuration

requirements simply. Apptimized Factory takes

into consideration all your requirements during

the application packaging process; carried out

by our expert team of specialists. We apply

best practice at every stage, implementing the

latest packaging technologies.
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Key Product Features

Simple and fast solution

Creating a packaging request will take up to

20 minutes, once your request is confirmed

the package itself will be ready within 4

working days. As a technological leader in the

application packaging market, we guarantee that

you will receive a high-quality package within set

SLAs at a reasonable price, taking away the need

to create your own costly packaging department.

Keep in touch

Apptimized keeps you up to date. As soon as a

status changes or you are assigned a todo you will

be informed by e-mail.

Use familiar tools

Packages can easily be integrated into your

deployment tool with the help of the SCCM and

Intune interface, with just a few clicks and without

any additional tools. This saves time and manual

effort.

Easy to stay modern

Once your applications are ready to request, 

you can set the priority by selecting a 

standard delivery time or if you need it in a hurry, 

select urgent.

Test before deploy

Review the packages for quality requirements

before integrating and distributing them into your

environment. Apptimized provides you with a test

environment in the cloud - just as you would

expect from a reasonable IaaS solution.

Structure your requirements

Discovery documents can be uploaded for re-

use or they can be easily created in the Apptimized

portal. The discovery documentation is part of the

end-to-end process, which allows you to record

your installation requirements in real-time using

a virtual machine. It also supports editing

and downloading of documents for further use.


